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Finds on your Doorstep – 10,000 years of life in Epworth - finds recorded on the 

Portable Antiquities Scheme Database (search for finds.org.uk) – by Martin Foreman, 

Finds Liaison Officer for North Lincolnshire. 

 

Prehistory, from the Mesolithic to the Iron Age (8,000 BC – AD 43) 12 records 

 
Prehistoric finds are concentrated in or near the village of Epworth. Whether this was the best driest land, or 

merely arises from activities which have brought them to light, is uncertain. 

Flints include a pyramidal core of Wolds’ flint and blades bearing long narrow flake-removal scars 

suggesting their Mesolithic or Early Neolithic date. A lightly worked piece of high-quality imported brown 

flint and a later plano-convex knife indicate human activity is dateable to throughout the Neolithic. 

A single Bronze Age and three Iron Age objects come from north of Epworth. The latter are of later date, 

and include a gold coin of the Corieltauvi. 
 

A flint core and a non-local flake indicate that flint was brought from elsewhere to be worked at Epworth. A 

fine crescentic late Neolithic knife (last object) may have furnished the burial of a notable local Big Man. 

 

       
        High quality flint and flint-working centred on the site now occupied by modern Epworth  
                NLM-6EDB87                                 NLM-4021D4                   NLM-08CA17                NLM-421497                      NLM-161916 

 

Late Bronze Age (LBA) and Iron Age finds may hint at an aristocratic sword-armed presence, while a coin 

may relate to non-secular aspects of his role. All come from north of Epworth, with later material to the east. 

Though described as finger ring, a coiled ring resembles toe-rings from graves at Wetwang, East Yorkshire. 

 

                     

    LBA Fitting        Penannular Brooch     Stud ?from a sword      Toe-ring             Gold coin    
NLM289 NLM344                                             NLM-FAF6F8                         SWYOR-50CC3C     SWYOR-883578 

 

 

 

The Roman period (AD 43 – 410)  106 records including 130 objects 
 

Roman finds are tightly clustered immediately north of Epworth, in a dense concentration which probably 

includes a scattered coin hoard or hoards. A few objects lie just to the north-east, one is from a garden in 

Epworth itself, and a small group of five brooches is only loosely ascribed to the parish.  

Only a single coin may date to the early Roman period. If a hoard/s are present, they were deposited under 

the House of Constantine (306-361). Coins usurping western emperors are among the latest issues, and there 

is, significantly, no coin securely ascribed to the House of Valentinian (364-378) or later.  
 

Brooches are the earliest Romano-British objects, and many are poorly located. They include simple early 

bow brooches, bow and fantail forms of the Corieltauvi, and trumpet brooches from Brigantia (Yorkshire). 
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     Simple 1st-century forms       probably 2nd-century: bow and fantail brooches and trumpet brooches  
NLM-126B36  NLM304  NLM342                  SWYOR-514668            NLM343                      SWYOR-69EB94      NLM-FB08B3 

 

 
 

The Roman period (AD 43 – 410) continued 
 

Later brooch fragments probably date to the 3rd century, when the significant deposition of Roman coins 

began. About one fifth of the coins are 3rd-century, including about 20 base metal radiates, typically in worn 

condition. 

There is little more to suggest the presence of Romanised lifestyles at Epworth, and the objects suggesting 

them are so few that all could theoretically have belonged to a single individual. They were found together 

with tile fragments which point to a building roofed in Roman style, and potsherds, possibly lying north of 

the main more precisely plotted concentration of objects.  
 

A plate brooch and P-shaped brooch may point to membership, of a cult and of the Army respectively. Other 

finds suggest Epworth’s Romanised acme fell in the 2nd century, when Gaulish potter MOSSIUS was active. 

  

         
Later brooches, most loosely located       Citizen’s ring and nail cleaner   Pots, including a signed bowl 
NLM341                                  SWYOR-407615             NLM6086                       NLM-B7C6B4 NLM-FA3898    NLM-E4DA46     NLM-1547C3 

 

Radiate coins include some with well-preserved detail, and more which are very worn. Coins of 222-293 

were deposited with little wear, others look more tired and may have circulated for many years more. 

           
   Coins from Severus Alexander to the Tetrici, perhaps marking a peak of Roman activity in Epworth 
NLM-8DA149                    NLM-E4004E               NLM-E4E91B           NLM-66F196         NLM-429387            NLM-E51DF8               NLM-E3E6D7    

   

                                        

 Claudius II to Carausius: from beefy soldier-Emperor to the man who took Britain out of the Empire 
                                                                 NLM-D9AF82        NLM-D985E8           NLM-6436F8        NLM-63FDB4 

 

Coins of the House of Constantine (306-361) make up about half of those found. A hoard or hoards may 

have been deposited between 340 and 361, coins illustrated here are mainly of Constantius II (323-361). 
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Coins celebrating the glory of the Army along with issues celebrating Constantine’s wife and mother 
NLM-B79C04         NLM-42A407             NLM-4361A6        NLM-E374ED    NLM-8E9B71  NLM-8E8B15                              NLM-8E8B15 

 

The rule of Constantine’s family was interrupted in the West by usurping emperors Magnentius and 

Decentius. One of their coins – unusually – retains the legend usually erased as part of a Damnatio intended 

to erase them from history. A ‘legitimist’ coin oddly combines old motifs and new, possibly as a risky joke.  

 

                        

 Faces of subversion? Coins of Magnentius and Decentius, and a trompe d’oeil skit on Constantius II?  

                 NLM-8EAF32                                                    NLM-42E587                     NLM-6384D4                                                       NLM-FA80BE 

 
 

The Early Medieval period (AD 410-1066)  9 records 
 

A Roman presence at Epworth had evaporated half a century before the end of their rule. Early Medieval 

objects centre on Epworth village. Among these, there is no evidence for the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons, 

and very little arising from the Middle Saxon (700-850) invention of English culture.  

Fragmentary objects of styles indicating Viking influence a few generations later are more common, and 

include dress fittings showing both men and women wearing Scandinavian-influenced costume. This may 

mark the Anglo-Scandinavian culture of the 11th century rather than the 9th-century incursion of the Vikings 

and their subsequent struggles against the English kingdoms. 
 

Anglo-Scandinavian finds include dress fittings, horse gear, household equipment and pottery. Though 

sparse, they still represent the range of activities to be expected of a normal settlement and its inhabitants. 

      
His’n’hers: Dress accessories for men    Stirrup mount          Woman’s brooch and spindle whorls 
       NLM6085                 NLM6084                 NLM-42CC0B                NLM-F405F7                     NLM6083   NLM-F3C026           NLM-F3E89F 

 

 

 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) 51 records including 67 objects 
 

The record for medieval Epworth includes field-walked finds along with metal-detected objects, and the 

coins which might clarify a date-range for this activity are unusually rare. Medieval finds are scattered 

around the village, arising from the carting of its rubbish onto its nearer cultivated infield arable land. The 

most precisely plotted finds include potsherds and dress accessories of the later medieval period, after 1350. 

Pottery and horse-gear also come from the village itself. Medieval coins were also rare at Crowle – but not 

this rare. Partial reporting, especially thirty years ago when metal-detecting was less responsible, may 

explain this odd deficit. 
 

https://finds.org.uk/images/mforeman/medium/NLM39169.jpg
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The 13th century was Lincolnshire’s medieval heyday. Objects with aristocratic associations or pretensions, 

and marking connection to and knowledge of wider European cultural trends, may all date to this period. 

 

      
Mowbray lion strap fitting    A cheap brooch   Heraldic mount         The coin!  Mary, Queen of Heaven 
                 NLM-163532                     NLM-AEF84F                      NLM305                            NLM-1641E1                   NLM-AE4663 

 

Discarded dress fittings show deposition continued throughout the 13th and 14th centuries and beyond. 

Earlier fasteners were one-piece castings, but composite workshop-made versions later became available. 

 

        
   Strap fasteners, fittings and fragments from the mid-13th century to the later medieval period 
SWYOR-87C327      SWYOR-1986DC    NLM-B7B8A2               NLM-FB168C                   NLM-13E940               NLM-FA591F         NLM-15FDE3             

 

 
 

The Medieval period (1066-1500) continued 
 

Pottery confirms that domestic occupation continued at Epworth. Cooking was done on the hearth in plain 

earthenware pots or in metal vessels; the pots would often be broken and replaced but cauldrons were more 

durable and valuable items. Glazed pottery was for use at table, as jugs, lavers and drinking vessels. 

Equipment related to horses indicates the availability of personal means of transport; Epworth was relatively 

remote. The ownership and use of a horse implied a degree of wealth and status, in this it was perhaps like 

modern car ownership – perhaps really inessential to all but travelling workers, but highly socially desirable. 

 

Cooking pots were usually unglazed. Some pottery came from kilns in the south Yorkshire coalfields. 

Sherds here are of wares dated between 1050 and 1300. A metal cooking pot was the up-market version. 

 

       
                           Unglazed sherds from cooking pots                                          Feet from metal cookpots 
NLM-0B89E1 NLM-1BDE37               NLM-1EE040                 NLM-423133    NLM-40EF11      NLM-208764               SWYOR-19C135 

 

Tableware was glazed, its shiny surface perhaps rivalling that of a more expensive metal vessel. Wooden 

tableware was very widely used, but, as an organic material, could almost never survive in the ploughsoil.  

 

     
Metal ewer leg  Later glazed pottery: A dark purple-brown glaze appears inside and out on these cups 
      NLM-2CF610              NLM-156D47                 NLM-8EC346                             NLM-424F52                       NLM-A07395                NLM-421878 
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Horse gear is represented mainly by decorative pendants or fragments; smaller buckles may be from spurs. 

Other horse equipment would be of iron, which rarely survives, so the record is biased towards accessories. 

 

                
                              SWYOR-6A6876        NLM-B7BEB8            NLM267                                     NLM-1FC8B0                                NLM6088 

Mount for a pendant   Lobed or octagonal pendants     Pendant and fragment                   Spur buckle   
 

A lead seal matrix let Robert Stanhacut sign a deal. A lead pencil may have taken notes on a wax tablet or 

marked-up timber. Keys and a padlock show concern about security: the smaller key is for a casket, the 

padlock for a chest and a larger iron key for a door. Thimbles and whorls show woman’s work in the home. 

 

           
        NLM306                             NLM-426238           NLM315             NLM-D94308                           NLM6082               NLM-AE2C0D           NLM-14E855  

Seal matrix and lead pencil         Keys and (centre) a padlock                              Thimble and whorl      

 

 

The Post-Medieval period (1500-1900) 155 records including 321 objects 

 
Post-medieval finds were found round Epworth, and along paths with a further group to the north-west near 

Northferry Farm, where an outlying occupation may have been established by the 16th century - the silver 

coin dating this was the only one reported. Other finds included here two of a series of lead spindle whorls. 

Too heavy to spin a yarn, these probably served a cottage industry plying hemp to make rope. 

Dress accessories and pottery were also present round Epworth, though the former were infrequent finds. 

This might point to changes in rubbish disposal, or simply a reluctance to discard them. 

 

The spinning wheel was invented in the 13th century to replace spindle whorls for cloth-making. It did not, 

however, permit one-handed use by the multi-tasking housewife as an old-fashioned spindle whorl had done. 

 

      
Whorls of biconical form with moulded designs which sparkled as the shiny new-cast whorl was spun            

NLM319                          NLM307                          NLM-6DF641                  NLM-41B85B            NLM-418A59              NLM-F3DEAB 

 

Dress fasteners and buckles were occasional finds; the first two below are of a common type but of uncertain 

use. Buckles fastened straps, buttons for clothing might be cast at home. Sword belts were dress accessories.  

                          
     Dress hooks                               Double looped buckles       Lead button    Sword belt loop and hanger 
NLM264  NLM-AE5D68                      NLM-C26358                    NLM311               NLM-202DBE                           NLM316                   NLM291 
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Jacobean and Georgian finds were common, including buckle fragments from shoes and clothing, potsherds 

and tobacco pipes. Crude lead spoon fragments were also common, these may often have been cast at home. 

 

                            
  Georgian shoe and breeches buckles and fragments                        Jacobean to Georgian buckles 
  NLM-E5BF5A            NLM-C2B6D2                NLM-C2A193            NLM-C27439                            NLM312    NLM313     NLM-2C3A91     NLM-15D0D3 

 

 

Tableware included spoons and knives, the former often cast at home. Staffordshire Slipware was a popular 

decorative form of pottery for use at table, though glazed vessels were also useful in the dairy or kitchen. 

 

        
NLM-207A8D NLM-C3295E                        NLM-FA2DBF          NLM-AF00EE            NLM-425A44                     NLM-420E06           NLM-7AFB85 

           Brass spoons                    Lead spoons, possibly homemade              Slipware potsherds 


